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According to the Cambridge dictionary [1], a pension is
“a regular income paid by a government or a financial
organization to someone who no longer works, usually
because of their age or health”. 

It was reported in a Straits Times article[2] that
Singapore has the best pension system in Asia
according to a Mercer index and “Singapore's
retirement income system is mainly based on the
Central Provident Fund (CPF)”. 

The purpose of this article is to examine the potential
issues with a pension system and draw lessons for
retirement planning in Singapore.
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES TOWARDS
AN AGEING POPULATION

FACTORS AFFECTING PENSION SYSTEM 

LOWER INVESTMENT RETURNS AND
INTEREST RATE 

In the same Straits Times article, it was reported that “Japan, Austria, Italy and
France are examples of developed economies whose pension systems do not
represent a sustainable model that will support current and future generations in
their old age... due to a combination of factors”. We examine some of these factors
affecting the pension system. They are as follows:

Demographic changes towards an
ageing population is one major factor
affecting a pension system, and this is
a problem affecting many countries
including Singapore. With declining
birth rates and longer life expectancy,
this will lead to an increase in the
aged population relative to the
working population, thus affecting
contribution rates of pension. It was
reported that “the gap between money
coming in and payments going out has
been widening as more people retire
and fewer join the workforce”
according to a SCMP article[3].

Lower investment returns and interest
rate affects pensions as well as the
performance of pension funds. A CNN
article[4] reported that “record low
interest rates are forcing the world's
best pension system to take drastic
action aimed at staving off cuts to
payouts that were once unthinkable.”
In the US, it was also noted that
“pension programs have taken huge
hits to their investment portfolios over
the past month as the markets
collapsed” according to a 2020 New
York Times article[5].



TAKE RESPONSIBILITY AND PLAN
FOR RETIREMENT EARLY

LESSON

CORPORATE / COMPANY ARRANGEMENT
FOR RETIREMENT BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYEES

LESSON

SUSTAINABLE EMPLOYMENT BEYOND
OLD AGE AND FISCAL POLICIES

LESSON

SINGAPORE CONTEXT AND KEY LESSONS DRAWN
In Singapore, our CPF system is not really a typical pension system, but it “is a
comprehensive social security system that enables working Singapore Citizens and
Permanent Residents to set aside funds for retirement. It also addresses healthcare,
home ownership, family protection and asset enhancement” according to the CPF
website[6]. From these factors affecting the pension system, here are some
invaluable learning points that we can draw :

In Singapore, we have the CPF Retirement Sum Scheme (RSS) and CPF
Lifelong Income For The Elderly (CPF LIFE) scheme to help us with our
retirement. Although it is good that we have some schemes from the
government, we should not solely rely on these schemes and the
government. We must take responsibility and plan for our retirement
early as well. In the same SCMP article, it was also mentioned,
concerning the need to “encourage individuals to invest more for their
retirement to reduce the burden on the government, which can’t
shoulder the responsibility all on its own”. Therefore, it will be good if
we can start planning for this priority and evaluate if our CPF/CPF
LIFE/RSS are enough for our retirement. In other words, taking
ownership for one’s retirement planning, by exploring suitable plans
that complement the CPF Life and CPF Retirement Sum Scheme with a
view to achieve a better lifestyle during those golden years. Such
planning is further reinforced with constant reviews to ensure our
retirement goal is on track, updated and relevant with changes. One
can take reference from the Tuesday Times article[7] indexed (below)
for more details on retirement planning.

We can also explore the possibility of retirement benefits from
companies for their employees. It was reported in the same article
from Straits Times that “the overall index value for the Singaporean
system could be further increased by reducing the barriers to
establishing tax-approved group corporate retirement plans”. Taxes
and other incentives and benefits could be given to companies from
the government to encourage companies to provide some retirement
benefits for their employees. This can come in the form of employment
benefits which helps the companies to retain and attract talent,
creating a win- win situation.

With increasing life expectancy, sustainable employment to increase
labour force participation at old age and fiscal policies like
increasing CPF contribution can also help Singaporeans boost their
retirement savings. The Singapore Government has already put the
wheel to motion to meet these critical objectives. It was reported in
another Straits Times article[8] that the statutory retirement age and
re-employment age will be raised to 63 and 68 on 1 July 2022; and to
age 65 and 70 respectively by the end of this decade. It also
highlighted that the Central Provident Fund (CPF) contribution rates
for senior workers will be raised. In addition to the above initiatives,
there are useful perspectives we can tap from other countries like the
Netherlands, Denmark, and Israel, who have notably among the best
pension systems[9], having adopted good measures, which may be of
value and relevance for Singapore as well.
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I hope this article helps shed some
awareness on key issues concerning the
pension system and that way, reflect on
the need to consider and implement
meaningful steps in relation to retirement
planning. Managing a pension system is
indeed not easy, particularly when some
factors are just beyond our control.
Nevertheless, with an appreciable
understanding of these issues and
evolving developments / trends over the
course of time, I’m confident that with
early and active steps taken towards
preparing ourselves for longevity and the
possibility of working longer, it will help
serve our interests well in anticipation of
the sunset years ahead.
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